This lesson has been taken from the Musicianship & Aural Training for the Secondary School, Level 1 Books
See https://dsmusic.com.au/shop/ for more information

Level 1 Lesson 1 - Answers
Activity 1: Beat & Rhythm
Click on the video icon (in the left margin) and follow the instructions given in the video. Once you
have completed watching the video, answer Questions 1 and 2 in the Level 1 Lesson 1 - Worksheet.

Beat Circles

Activity 2: Crotchets, Quavers and Crotchet Rests
Click on the video icon (in the left margin) and follow the instructions given in the video. Once you
have completed watching the video, answer Questions 3 to 7 in the Level 1 Lesson 1 - Worksheet.

Activity 3: Writing the Rhythm of a New Song
Click on the audio icon (in the left margin). You will hear "What's the Time" being sung with the
words five times.
Once you have listened several times, begin singing along with the song, while pointing to the beat circles
below.
Finally, write the stick notation for the rhythmic pattern (of the words) you are singing in the beat circles.
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Activity 4: Rhythmic Sightreading
Click on the video icon (in the left margin) and follow the instructions given in the video.

Activity 5: Rhythmic Clever Echo Activity
CE

Clever Echo is an instant rhythmic dictation practice activity. Click on the Clever Echo icon in
the left margin and follow the instructions given on the video.
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This lesson has been taken from the Musicianship & Aural Training for the Secondary School, Level 1 Books
See https://dsmusic.com.au/shop/ for more information

Level 1 Lesson 1 - Worksheet - Answers
Question 1. What is the beat in music?

Beat - the "heartbeat" of the music. 			

Question 2. What is the rhythm in music?

Rhythm - the pattern of longer & shorter sounds on beats.

Question 3. How many sounds on a beat is a crotchet?

One						

Question 4. What is a crotchet's American name? Quarter Note						
Question 5. What is the English name for two equal sounds on a beat?

Quavers			

Question 6. What is the American name for two equal sounds on a beat? Eight Notes			
Question 7. How many sounds on a beats is a crotchet rest?

None			

Question 8: Rhythmic Recognition. Follow these instructions to complete this question.
(Musicianship & Aural Training for the Secondary School, Level 1 Books, Page 2, Q. 1).

1. Sightread each of the following rhythms by reading each in rhythm names, in your head then out
loud, while tapping the beat.
2. Click on the audio icon in the left hand margin to listen to the rhythms being played in a different order from that seen below. You will hear four beats of click track before each playing begins.
3. As you listen, write the number "1" in the box to the left of the rhythm you hear first, number "2" in
the box to the left of the rhythm you hear second and number "3" in the box to the left of the rhythm
you hear third.
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Question 9: Rhythmic Dictation. Follow these instructions to complete this question.
(Musicianship & Aural Training for the Secondary School, Level 1 Books, Page 2, Q. 2).

1. Listen to the first playing of the eight beat rhythm you are to write in the beat circles below (played five
times in this audio file) by clicking on the music icon in the left hand margin. You will hear four beats
of click track before each playing begins.
2. As you listen to the second playing, point to the beat circles below, considering how many sounds you
hear on each beat.
3. During the third and fourth playings, write the stick notation for the rhythmic pattern you hear in the
beat circles.
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4. Finally, during the fifth and final playing, read the rhythm names of the rhythmic pattern you have
written in the beat circles below, in rhythm names, to correct any errors if necessary.
Answer
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